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The PRIMA Collection is a programme of seating for
collective area and has been developed with
the general public in mind.
Form, function and comfort are elegantly combined into the design of the PRIMA Series. Sturdy and
solid, stackable and with many add-on accessories,
the PRIMA Collection provides a wide variety of cost
effective seating solutions.

A generously sized contoured seat
and backrest to provide natural
support and maximum comfort.

The PRIMA collection offers versatility, functionality and
durability in a multi-purpose seating programme that provides
total solutions to your need.

Frame finish

Specification

BK

PMC-1
600

535

SV

600

600

Black powder coated

Silver powder coated

CR
6

Chrome
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Polypropylene Plastic Back & Seat
The PRIMA stack chair comes in twelve
different colours to match the environment
and to give a creative layout.

PP back & seat colours
10

P01 Charcoal

P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P07 Burgundy

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green
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Wooden Back & Seat
Provides elegance with a natural and classic
look that blends well with all environments.

PMC-1-WV02+3ATL+3ATR-SV
Silver steel frame PRIMA stack
chair in walnut colour wood with
T-shaped steel armrests.

PMC-1-WV01+3ATL+3ATR-SV

12

Wooden back & seat colours

PRIMA stack chair in natural
colour beech wood with
T-shaped armrests in silver
coated frame

WV01 Beech Colour

WV02 Walnut Colour
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Upholstered Back & Seat
Upholstery series combines comfort and support with
an attractive appearance brings a new level of
aesthetics to institutional seating.

PMC-1-UPH-CR
Prima upholstered stack chair in
chrome frame comes with a neat backrest and seat bottom with plastic cover.

14

Fabric back & seat colours
Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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ZEST
The PRIMA collection combines
contemporary and high quality design.
Add color, add fun and can help you
make room colorful. All chairs come
with your choice of a polypropylene
or upholstered seat option. Ideal
for workspace, conference room,
training areas, and any multi-purpose
environment.

Breathe freely to your back.

16

Choose from a variety of
backrest styles to suit your
taste.
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Vivacious Kool !
This chair has a lightweight and flexible backrest
that allows for maximum flexibility for your body.

Frame finish

BK

Black powder coated

SV

CR

Silver powder coated Chrome

PMK-1C-PP09+3ATL+3ATR-SV
PRIMA Kool with nest and fold
feature is easy for storage.

PP back & seat colours

P02
Pumpkin

P03
Navy Blue

P04
Corn

P07
P09
Burgundy Apple Green

P10
Black

P20
Blueberry

The perforated back allows for
enhanced circulation, while the
radius conforms to your back for
exceptional comfort.

Specifications
PMK-1C

P22
P23
Clementine Forest Green

P24
Fuchsia

P25
Mint

P27
Persian Blue

PRIMA KOOL stack chair with left
& right T-shaped steel armrests in
silver frame and casters.

PMK-1+1A+1W

P28
Purple

Fabric back & seat colours

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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Kool stack chair is available as
a stackable 4 leg chair with or
without arms.
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Square backrest feature with superior quality design
that provides flexibility and durability.

Frame finish

BK

SV

Black powder coated

Silver powder coated

PMZ-1C-PP20+3ATL+3ATR-SV

CR

Chrome

PRIMA ZEST stack chair with left &
right T-shaped steel armrests in silver
frame and casters .

PP back & seat colours
Specification
P02
Pumpkin

P03
Navy Blue

P04
Corn

P07
P09
Burgundy Apple Green

P10
Black

P20
Blueberry

PMZ-1C+3ATL+3ATR

PMZ-1-UPH+3ATL+3ATR-SV

P22
P23
Clementine Forest Green

P24
Fuchsia

P25
Mint

P27
Persian Blue

P28
Purple

PRIMA ZEST upholstered stack
chair with left & right T-shaped
steel armrests in silver frame.

Fabric back & seat colours
20

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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Connected Function
Simple to align and easy to assemble ganging
device in short connector version.

Linking Device

22
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Connected Function
Long Linking Device
The long linking connector can
be easily assembled. It comes
with a display card to indicate
row and seat number.
It also has a simple lock on
mechanism to prevent the
removal of the connector.

PMC-2LL

Specification

The upholstered PRIMA stack chair in chrome with two armrests and
long linking device is well suited for executive type classroom seating.
It gives an air of elegance and designer look in the meeting room.

PMC-2LL

Long Linking Device

Linking Device

24

600

600

535
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Convenience is the key for efficient transportation.
PRIMA transport trolley is the solution.

Stackable and easily transported with a transport trolley.

Leg type
The PRIMA trolley can easily transport a stack of 10
chairs with or without armrests and writing tablets.
It can be folded down for storage, thus saving space.

PMC-2TT

Glides

PRIMA stack chair has built-in
scratch-resistant protectors.

Trolley handle can be folded
down for easy storage.

PMC-1-PP06+3ATL+3ATR-BK
Prima stack chair with glides.

PRIMA trolley equipped with handle provides easy and
safe transport. Rollers come with locking device for safety
purpose.

The PRIMA stack chairs with casters which provide mobility, are
suitable for many occasions. They can be used in an ever-changing
conference or training facility, or even as guests chairs for an office or reception.

PMC-3TT

Casters

Stack chair economic transport trolley

This unique compact style makes the
PRIMA stack chair with casters
a great space-saving option. They are
stackable and can move easily
on any surface.

PMC-1C-PP05+3ATL+3ATR-BK
Prima stack chair with casters

Specification

Specification

Stack chair transport trolley

PMC-1C

Stack chair economic transport trolley

PMC-2TT

PMC-3TT
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950

960

1800

600

600

705

660
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Stack Chair accessories
Aluminium Arm
V-Shaped Arm
T-Shaped Arm
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PMC-1-UPH+1AL+1AR-CR

Stack Chair accessories
Aluminium Arm

Prima upholstered stack chair with
left & right aluminium armrest with
ABS top padding in chrome frame

The armrest can be easily installed
or removed by using Allen key.
PMC-1-PP02+1AL+1AR-BK

Specifications

PMC-1+1AL+1AR

Stack chair with aluminium Arm

600

600

600

Frame finish
BK

Black powder coated

SV

Silver powder coated

CR

Chrome
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PMC-1-UPH+3ATL+3ATR-SV
PRIMA upholstered stack chair with
left & right T-shaped steel armrests
in silver frame.

Stack Chair accessories
V-shaped Arm

T-shaped Arm

PMC-1-PP06+2AV*2-BK
PRIMA stack chair with V-shaped
armrests in black PP top padding in
black frame.

Frame finish
The armrest can be easily installed or removed by
using Allen key.

PRIMA chairs with armrests are stackable and
easily transported by trolley.

BK

Black powder coated

SV

Frame finish

Silver powder coated

BK

Specifications

Black powder coated

600

700

600

SV

Stack chair with T-shaped Arm

Silver powder coated

CR

PMC-1+3ATL+3ATR

600

600

PMC-1+2AV*2

Chrome
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Stack Chair accessories
ABS Anti-panic writing tablet
Wooden P-shaped writing tablet
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Stack Chair accessories
ABS Anti-panic writing tablet.
PMC-1WL

PMC-1WR

PRIMA stack chairs in a classroom arrangement with
anti-panic writing tablets.

PMC-1-PP02+1AR+1WR-BK
PRIMA stack chair with aluminum
armrest and ABS dual angle,
anti-panic tablet in black frame.

Writing table in ABS equipped with dual angled
position and anti-panic armrest mechanism. It can
be fixed either onto the left or right armrest.

The PRIMA anti-panic writing table in ABS attached
to aluminium die-cast armrest is unique as it slides
upward and downward easily.

Specifications
Stack chair with aluminium arm and anti-panic tablet
PMC-1-PP+1A+1W

600

600

600
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Stack Chair accessories
Wooden P-shaped writing tablet
PRIMA P-shaped writing tablet in MDF board with hot press
PVC laminate or plywood board with plastic laminate mounted
on V-shaped armrest.

PMC-1-PP06+2AV+2WL/WR-BK
V-shaped armrest with B4 size left/right
P-shaped writing tablet
PMC-1-PP06+2AV+4WL/WR-BK
V-shaped armrest with A3 size left/right
P-shaped writing tablet

The chairs are stackable and easily transported with a
transport trolley.

Specifications
Stack chair with “V” shaped arm and P-shaped writing tablet
PMC-1-2AV+2W

Stack chair with “V” shaped arm and A3 size P-shaped writing tablet
PMC-1-2AV+4W
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Stack Chair accessories
Wooden P-shaped writing tablet

PMC-1-PP14+5PL/5PR-BK
New option: P-shaped Tablet Econ Arm(Left/Right Arm), B4 size

PMC-1-PP14+6PL/6PR-BK
New option: P-shaped Tablet Econ Arm(Left/Right Arm), A3 size

Specifications
PMC-1-5PL/5PR
620

260

430

700

1030

630

360

520

PMC-1-6PL/6PR
620

700

630

1100

750

790

540

540

480
520

520

430

445

720

790

630

790

750

790

310

720
445

790

790

630

540
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540

520
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The PRIMA stack chair can be fitted with a document
basket underneath the seat with a simple clip on
mechanism
PMC-1-PP05+1D-SV
PRIMA stack chair with document basket
in silver frame.

Stack Chair accessories

Document basket

The PRIMA stack chairs with document baskets behind the
backrests provide excellent storage space for books, bibles,
magazines...etc.
They are also stackable and easily transported with or without a transport trolley.

PMC-1-PP05+1BD-SV
PRIMA stack chair with backrest
document basket in silver frame

Specifications
Stack chair with document basket
PMC-1+1D

44

Stack chair with backrest document basket
PMC-1+1BD
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PRIMA Nest and Stack chair is ideal for
space saving and mobility (with casters) ,
and can be used for various occasions.

Ideal solution for mobility and space saving.

48
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PRIMA Nest and Stack chairs—Chairs nest together
provide more space and with armrests options, easy
to move around from point to point.

PMC-1NC-UPH+4ATL+4ATR-BK
Fabric seating with 4T-shaped armrests
in black frame.

PMC-1NC-PP02+UPH-BK

PMC-1NC-PP02+UPH+4ATL+4ATR-BK
PMC-1NC-PP10+UPH+4ATL+4ATR-SV

4T-shaped left & right steel armrests
for option.

Backrest in Polypropylene and seat
in fabric with 4T-shaped armrests in
silver frame.

Frame finish

BK

Black powder coated

PP back & seat colours

P01 Charcoal

P02 Pumpkin P03 Navy Blue P04 Corn

P07 Burgundy P10 Black

SV

Silver powder coated

P11 Blue

Fabric back & seat colour

P12 Yellow

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P13 Grey

P14 Green

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

Specifications
Nest & Stack chair with armrests and casters
PMC-1NC+4ATR+4ATL
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PRIMA beam seating offers many seating
arrangements. It blends well with any environment
in auditoriums, lecture halls and reception areas. It
also comes in polypropylene or upholstered fabric
and a choice of free standing or floor mounting legs.

Fixed Beam Seating
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Fixed Beam Seating

Beams available in 2, 3, 4 and 5 seater units.

Leg type
PMB-FIX-2S-UPH-BK
2 seater upholstered beam seating in
black powder coated frame.

PMB-FIX-3S-WV01+2PL+2PR*3-BK
3seater wooden beam seating with left &
right L-shaped armrests in black frame.

PMB-40x80BFL2
Steel floor mounting legs in black powder coated or
in chrome finish.

PMB-40x80BL2

PMB-FIX-4S-PP05-BK
4 seater polypropylene beam seatings in
black frame.

Steel free standing legs with height adjustable glides in
black powder coated or in chrome finish.

Frame finish

PP back & seat colours

Wooden back & seat colours

BK

Black powder coated

P01 Charcoal

P02 Pumpkin P03 Navy Blue P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P13 Grey

P14 Green

WV01 Beech Colour

WV02 Walnut Colour

CR

Chrome
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P07 Burgundy P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

Fabric back & seat colours Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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Anti-Panic writing tablet
PMB-FIX-2S-PP04+1AL+1AR*2+1WR*2-BK

Fixed Beam Seating

2seater beam seating with left & right aluminium
armrests and right ABS anti-panic writing tablet in black
frame.

Accessories

Beam tablet
PMB-FIX-2S-PP05+ST-BK
2seater beam seating with black laminated
anti-scratch table top in black frame.

Aluminium Arms
PMB-FIX-3S-UPH+1AL*3+1AR*3-CR
3seater upholstered beam seating with left & right
aluminium armrests in chrome frame
Arm colour option: BK/CR

Backrest document basket
PMB-FIX-3S-PP04+2BD*3-BK
3seater beam seating with backrest document
basket in black frame.

L-shaped PP Arms
PMB-FIX-3S-PP05+2PL+2PR*3-BK
3seater beam seating with left and right L-shaped black
polypropylene armrests in black frame.

Document basket
PMB-FIX-3S-PP04+1AL*1+1AR*3+1WR*3+2D*3-BK
3seater beam seating with left & right aluminium
armrests and right writing tablets and document
basket in black frame.

Y-shaped Arms
PMB-FIX-3S-UPH+3AY*4+ST-CR
3seater upholstered beam seating with steel Y-shaped
armrest in chrome frame.
Y-shaped armrests can be mounted between each seat
position.
Arm colour option: BK/CR

56
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Specifications
2 seater beam seating
PMB-FIX-2S

PMB-40x80BFL2

PMB-40x80BL2

300

3 and 4 seater beam seating
PMB-FIX-3S

PMB-FIX-4S

PMB-FIX-4CS-PP02+1AL+1AR*4+1WR*4-BK
4seater curve beam seating with left & right aluminium
armrests and right writing tablets in black frame.

PRIMA beam seating can be fixed on straight or curve beam. It can also be
mounted on flat or raised platform easily with mounting steel legs. Add-on
accessories such as armrest, writing tablet, beam table and document
basket,can be assembled on beam or backrest to suit any environment.

2 seater beam seating with aluminium arm and document basket on the beam or backrest
PMB-FIX-2S+1ARX2+1ALx2+2D/2BDx2

2 seater beam seating with L-shape PP arms
PMB-FIX-2S+2PRx2+2PLx2

2 seater beam seating with Y-shape arms
PMB-FIX-2S+3AYx2

2 seater beam seating with aluminium arm and anti-panic writing tablet
PMB-FIX-2S+1ARx2+1WRx2

2 seater beam seating with beam table
PMB-FIX-2S-PP+ST
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Fixed Beam Seating
A3 Size Anti-Panic writing tablet
PMB-FIX-3S-PP05+4AVR*3+A3WR*3-BK
PRIMA Bonn series, 3 seater beam seating with
right V-shaped armrests and right writing tablets
in black frame. (Available with left armrest)

Specifications
3 seater beam seating with V-shaped arm and A3 size writing tablet
PMB-FIX-3S-PP05+4AVR*3+A3WR*3-BK
600

600
480

690

480

480

580

670

810

445

710

305

560

PRIMA Bonn series, 5 seater beam seating with right
V-shaped armrests and right writing tablets in black
frame. (Available with left armrest)

690

PMB-FIX-5S-PP07+4AVR*5+A3WR*5-BK

380

PROB-FIX-4S-PP06+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK
PRIMERO series, 4 seater beam seating with right
V-shaped armrests and right writing tablets in
black frame. (Available with left armrest)

4 seater beam seating with V-shaped arm and A3 size writing tablet
PMB-FIX-4S-PP05+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK
600

600
480

480

480

580

670

445

710

810

560
305

These fixed beam seatings come
complete with a folding writing tablet
which provides larger writing surface
for user.

600

480

690

690

380

4 seater beam seating with V-shaped arm and A3 size writing tablet
PMAOB-FIX-4S-PP04+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK
600

600
480

680

600

450
710

305

480

600
480

480

560

670

600

810

600

540
680

PRIMA One series, 4 seater beam seating with right
V-shaped armrests and right writing tablets in black
frame. (Available with left armrest)

800

PMAOB-FIX-4S-PP04+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK

380

4 seater beam seating with V-shaped arm and A3 size writing tablet
PROB-FIX-4S-PP06+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK
480

480

560

480

670

790

710

450

305

480

790

680

600

545
680

600

600

600

600
600

380

5 seater beam seating with V-shaped arm and A3 size writing tablet
PMB-FIX-5S-PP07+4AVR*5+A3WR*5-BK

60

480

600
480

480

580

670

810

710
445

380

480

690

560

PRIMA Bonn series, 4 seater beam seating with right
V-shaped armrests and right writing tablets in black
frame. (Available with left armrest)

305

PMB-FIX-4S-PP05+4AVR*4+A3WR*4-BK

600

600

600
480

690
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The smart design of PRIMA tilt-up beam seating makes this seating stands above the rest in style and form.

62
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PMB-TIL-4S-UPH+1TAY*5-BK
The ergonomically contoured backrest and seat upholstered in
fabric and the steel armrests provide comfortable support.

PMB-TIL-2S-PP07-BK
Available in 2, 3, 4, and 5seater configurations. Polypropylene, upholstered and
wooden backrest & seat versions. Curve and straight beam for options, custom
design available for larger projects. Steel floor mounting leg with anchor bolt.
Ideal for auditoriums, lecture halls, and churches.

Specifications

Y-shaped Arms
Steel Y-shaped armrests could be mounted between each seat position. Black
powder coated and Chrome finish available.

2 seater tilt up beam seating
PMB-TIL-2S

PMB-TIL-2S-PP07+1TAY*3+3D*2-BK

3 and 4 seater tilt up beam seating
PMB-TIL-3S & PMB-TIL-4S

Document basket

Anti-Panic writing tablet
Writing tablet in ABS equipped with dual angled position.
Left & right side available.

2 seater tilt up beam seating with Y-shaped arms and document basket
PMB-TIL-2S+1TAY*3+3D*2

PMB-TIL-3S-PP04+1TAY+2TAY*3+1WR*3+3D*3-BK

Frame finish

BK

Black powder coated

CR

Chrome

Wooden back & seat colours

PP back & seat colours

P01 Charcoal

P02 Pumpkin P03 Navy Blue P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

WV01
Beech Colour

2seater tilt up beam seating with writing tablet
PMB-TIL-2S+2TAY*3+WR*2

WV02
Walnut Colour

Fabric back & seat colours
P07 Burgundy P10 Black
64

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
65

Table top

PMC-2CST-PP02-BK

PRIMA cafeteria table combined with two or four beam chairs provides a refined
and efficient solution .
PRIMA cafeteria seating with automatic return swivel seats and optional document
basket. Using PRIMA cafeteria seating make the environment look neat and easy
for maintenance.

2seater cafeteria seating.
Table top in solid plastic
laminate board with half
round edges.

Table top in high pressure
particle board finish in
plastic laminate with 3mm
PVC edges.

PMC-4CST-PP04-BK
4seater cafeteria seating.

The steel legs can be mounted
on the floor, and comes with a
cover top.

Document basket
PMC-1CSD

Optional document basket can be placed
between the two seats, which provides
temporary storage for books, files and
magazines.

Specifications
2 seater cafeteria seating
PMC-2CST+1CSDx2
485

815

485

Frame finish

Wooden back & seat colours

PP back & seat colours

WV01
Beech Colour

1670
1670

4 seater cafeteria seating

document basket
PMC-1CSD

PMC-4CST+1CSDx2
485

P02 Pumpkin P03 Navy Blue P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P13 Grey

P14 Green

BK

Black powder coated
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P07 Burgundy P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

WV02
Walnut Colour

815

P01 Charcoal

485

Fabric back & seat colours
Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

1670

1670
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Table top

E
Table top in solid plastic
laminate board with half
round edges.

Table top in high pressure
particle board finish in
plastic laminate with 3mm
PVC edges.

PMC-4CSTE-PP12-BK
4 seater cafeteria seating.

PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP12-BK
4 seater cafeteria seating.

These tables are comfortable and
sturdy. Choose your own configuration, table style, seat style and
colors.

Specifications
2 seater cafeteria seating
PMC-2CSTE-PP12-BK

4 seater cafeteria seating
PMC-4CSTE-PP12-BK

4 seater cafeteria seating
PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP12-BK

PMC-2CSTE-PP12-BK
2 seater cafeteria seating.
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Office Chair

The PRIMA office seatings offer an alternative design to
accommodate any task. Available with or without armrest, the
office chairs come in polypropylene or upholstered version.
Pneumatic or screw lift mechanism allows the seat height to
be easily adjusted to suit individual height preference. The
office chairs come with the options of either the black epoxy
or aluminium polish base as well as black powder coated,
chrome or L-shaped polypropylene armrests.

70
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Arm options

Office Chair
PMO-2PA-UPH-NP-BK
PRIMA black powder coated
office chair with pneumatic
lift mechanism and L-shaped
polypropylene armrests.

Screw & Pneumatic lift mechanism option.
PMO-1CA-UPH-AP-CR
PRIMA chrome office chair with
pneumatic lift mechanism and
aluminium armrest and polished
aluminum base.

PMO-1BA-PP02-NP-BK
PRIMA black powder coated office
chair with pneumatic lift mechanism
and aluminium armrests in nylon base.

PRIMA high stool office chair
PMO-1H-PP03-NP-BK
PRIMA black powder coated high stool
with pneumatic lift mechanism in nylon base.
Available with or without armrests.

PMO-1-PP05-NS-BK
PRIMA black powder coated office
chair with screw lift mechanism in
nylon base with glide.

PMO-1BA-PP06-NS-BK
PRIMA black powder coated
office chair with screw lift mechanism and aluminium armrest.

Base type

Specifications
Office seating without arms
PMO-1

Nylon base with glide.

Frame finish

Nylon base with caster.

Office seating with aluminium armrest
PMO-1A

Aluminium base with caster.
Office seating with L-shaped polypropylene armrest

PP back & seat colours

Wooden back & seat colours

PMO-2PA

High stool without armrest
PMO-1H

WV01
Beech Colour
BK

Black powder coated
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CR

Chrome

P01 Charcoal

P07 Burgundy

P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green

WV02
Walnut Colour

Fabric back & seat colours
Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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Two seat swing away
Three seat swing away

Lecture Seating Series

Lecture Seating Series

Lecture Seating Series
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Lecture Seating Series

Lecture Seating Series
Two seat swing away

PMAS-1-2S-PP04-BK

PMAS-1-2S-UPH-BK

Automatically swiveling and return
to table to keep all chairs facing
forward and aisles open when
unoccupied.

PMAS-1D

Document shelf

Prima Lecture Seating offers an affordable and customizable
product that will help you design a lecture hall with function
and style.
Features such as modesty panels, mounted pivoting, and
twelve seating colour options are available.

How to specify:
PMAS-1-X-PPXX-BK

1

Specifications
Floor mounting leg

Frame finish

Power socket

PP back & seat colours

Wooden back & seat colours
WV01
Beech Colour

BK

P01 Charcoal

P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green

Black powder coated

P07 Burgundy
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WV02
Walnut Colour

Fabric back & seat colours

3

4

PMAS-1:Prima Lecture seating.
Frame structure type.
Back & Seat material & colour code.
Frame finish colour:BK-Black.

Lecture Seating Series

1
2
3
4

2

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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Lecture Seating Series

Lecture Seating Series

Lecture halls are a direct reflection on a college’s or university’s image. Prima Lecture Seating
supports technologically advanced learning environments with creative, innovative auditorium
and lecture hall solutions.

Three seat swing away

PMAS-1-3S-UPH-BK

PMAS-1-3S-PP11-BK

Automatically swiveling and return
to table to keep all chairs facing
forward and aisles open when
unoccupied.

Frame finish

Document shelf

Floor mounting leg

Power socket & Data port

PMAS-1D

Specifications

PP back & seat colours

Wooden back & seat colours
WV01
Beech Colour

BK

P01 Charcoal

Black powder coated

P07 Burgundy
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P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green

WV02
Walnut Colour

Fabric back & seat colours
Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

Lecture Seating Series

Wire management with
Aluminum casing
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Lecture Seating Series

E Lecture Seating Series
Two seat swing away

Prima E Lecture Seating is at an affordable price and the customizable product that is designed
for training environment.
Available in polypropylene and upholstered back & seat versions.

Document shelf

Automatically swiveling
and return to table to
keep all chairs facing
forward and aisles open
when unoccupied.

Floor mounting leg

PMASE-ID

PP back & seat colours

Wooden back & seat colours
WV01
Beech Colour

BK
Black powder coated

P01 Charcoal
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P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P05 Spring

P06 Cool grey

WV02
Walnut Colour
P07 Burgundy

SV
Silver powder coated

P02 Pumpkin

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P12 Yellow

P13 Grey

P14 Green

Fabric back & seat colours

Lecture Seating Series

PMASE-1-2S-PP12-BK

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection
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One Education Furniture Series

One

Beams available in 2, 3, 4 and 5 seater units.

Education Furniture Series

PMAOB-2S-PP10-BK
2 seater polypropylene beam
seating in black frame.

PMAOB-3S-PP24-BK

One

3 seater polypropylene beam
seating in black frame.

PMAOB-4S-PP10-BK

PMAOB-5S-PP03-BK
5 seater polypropylene beam
seating in black frame.
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Education Furniture Series

4 seater polypropylene beam
seating in black frame.
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One Education Furniture Series

One

Education Furniture Series
School Table

a
PMST-TSQ7575-T1-LSCG-WH

One

Table top in white color with low pressure laminate on 25mm high pressure
particle board and edge bending
with 4 legs steel frame. (two glides and
two casters)

b

C - shaped leg
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c

84

PMSD-2C-SV

Table top in low pressure laminate
on 25mm high pressure particle
board and edge bending with
storage drawer and L - shaped steel
frame in silver powder coated.
Document shelf is an option for
storage.

Table top in low pressure laminate
on 25mm high pressure particle
board and edge bending with
C - shaped steel frame in silver
powder coated.
Document shelf is an option for
storage.

450

300

PMSD-1L+1SDBD-SV

430

740

600

Education Furniture Series

L - shaped leg
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PMAO-4-FUPH-NP2-BK
PRIMA One black powder coated
office chair with pneumatic lift
mechanism in steel base.
(Black powder coated)

PMAO-1-PP24-SV
PRIMA One chair in silver frame.

PMAO-1-PP24-CR

One

PMAO-4-FUPH-NP-BK
PRIMA One black powder coated
office chair with pneumatic lift
mechanism in nylon base.

PRIMA One chair in chrome frame.

High stool

PMAO-4-PP10-NP3-SV
PRIMA One black powder coated
office chair with pneumatic lift
mechanism in steel base.
(Silver powder coated)
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Cantilever leg

PMAO-1H-PP10-SV

PMAO-1C-FUPH-SV

PRIMA One chair in silver frame.

PRIMA One chair in silver frame.

Clean visual forms create a fresh, modern look.
An extensive selection of colors and finishes will
adapt to any environment.

Unique shell design has all the proper curves
to support functionality and ergonomics .

Education Furniture Series

One Education Furniture Series

Flexible contoured chair shell providing natural support and maximum comfort.
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Auditorium
Series
One
EducationSeating
Furniture
Series

PRIMA One stack chair with steel armrest in
silver frame.

PMAO-1-FUPH+1OATR+1OATL-SV
PRIMA One upholstered chair with steel
armrest in silver frame.

PMAO-1-PP24+2OAV+4OWR-SV
PRIMA One chair with P-shaped writing
table in silver frame.

PMAO-1-FUPH-SV

Specification

PMAO-1-PP09-SUPH-SV
Backrest in polypropylene and seat
in fabric with silver frame.

Prima One chair
PMAO-1

PMAO-1TT
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The chairs are stackable with
P-shaped writing table and
easily transported with a
transport trolley.

PMAO-1-PP10+6PL+1D-BK
PRIMA One chair with P-shaped writing
table and document basket in black frame.

Auditorium Seating Series
Education Furniture Series

One

PRIMA One upholstered
chair in silver frame.
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Auditorium
Series
One
EducationSeating
Furniture
Series

Specifications
PMAOM-1-SH445

460

One

Prima One Medium chair
410

445

795
445

550

795

455

550

PMAOM-1-SH395

500

PMAOM-1-SH345

345

345

695

470

410

695

460

455

PMAOM-1-PP24-SH445-SV

PMAOM-1-PP11-SH395-SV

PMAOM-1-PP04-SH345-SV

PRIMA One Medium chair in silver
frame. (H: 445mm)

PRIMA One Medium chair in silver
frame. (H: 395mm)

PRIMA One Medium chair in silver
frame. (H: 345mm)

Auditorium Seating Series
Education Furniture Series

395

395

745

500

410

745

460

455

460
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One Education Furniture Series

Specifications
PMAOS-1-SH280

370

One

Prima One Small chair
340

550

280

280

340

550

390

340

PMAOS-1-SH320

370

340

PMAOS-1-PP04-SH350-SV

410

PMAOS-1-SH350

PRIMA One Small chair in silver frame.
(H: 350mm)

370

340

PMAOS-1-PP11-SH320-SV
PRIMA One Small chair in silver frame.
(H: 320mm)
PMAOS-1-PP09-SH280-SV
350

350

620

620

430

390

PRIMA One Small chair in silver frame.
(H: 280mm)

Education Furniture Series

320

320

410

590

590

390

430
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Auditorium
One Cafeteria
Seating Series
Seating

One

PMAO-2CSTE-PP09-BK
2 seater cafeteria seating with square
shape table.

PMAO-4CSTE-PP24-BK

One

4 seater cafeteria seating with square
shape table.

PMAO-PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP24-BK
4 seater cafeteria seating with round shape table.

2 seater cafeteria seating
PMAO-2CSTE-PP09-BK

4 seater cafeteria seating
PMAO-4CSTE-PP24-BK

When strength and durability are a must, this is the cafeteria table for
you. These stylish tables will give your lunchroom or cafe a tasteful look.
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4 seater cafeteria seating
PMAO-PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP24-BK

Auditorium Seating Series
Cafeteria Seating

Specifications
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Seating series
Comfortable, space saving & eye-catching,
economical stackable chair offers prime
choice for various seating areas. The solid
11mm steel rod frame comes with generous
contoured lumbar support, provides comfort
& functionality.
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Seating series

Seating series
Sled-leg Chair
PRO-1-PP10-SV

PRO-1-PP11-BK

PRIMERO chair in silver frame.

PRIMERO chair in black frame.

Broad sturdy-base trolley for effortless
transportation and stability.

Backrest design with handle provides
easy movement and convenience.

PRO-1-PP03-CR
PRIMERO chair in chrome frame.

PRO-1-UPH-CR
PRIMERO chair with upholstered
backrest & seat in chrome frame.

Frame finish

PP back & seat colours

Fabric back & seat colourS

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

BK

Black powder coated

SV

Silver powder coated

PRO-1

P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P06 Cool grey
PRO-1S

CR

Chrome
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Specification

Primero chair

P07 Burgundy

P10 Black

P11 Blue

P13 Grey

Sled-base frame stacking spacers for
protection.

Seating series

The sled base glide simply snaps and holds rows
of PRIMERO chairs securely in place instantly.
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Seating series

Seating series
Accessories

Ergonomic contour for comfort. Comes with
matching R-shaped Polypropylene top armrest

PRO-1-PP03+2APL+2APR-CR
PRIMERO chair with left & right R-shaped
armrest in chrome frame

PRO-1TT
PRIMERO sled-leg chair transport trolley

Primero chair with R-shaped armrest
PRO-1+2APL+2APR
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Primero sled-leg chair transport trolley
PRO-1TT

Seating series

Specification
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Seating series

Seating series
Accessories
Anti-panic writing tablet slides upwards and
downwards easily. Fixed either onto left or
right armrest.

PRIMERO chair with left / right P-shaped
writing tablet arm in chrome frame

PRO-1-PP02+3AL+2WL-CR

PRO-1-PP10+4APR+3WR-CR
PRIMERO chair with ABS anti-panic writing
tablet arm in chrome frame
Arm colour option: BK, SV and CR

PRO-1-UPH+3AR+2WR-CR

Primero chair with P-shaped writing tablet armrest
PRO-1+3A+2W
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Specification
Primero chair with ABS anti-panic writing tablet armrest
PRO-1+4AP+3W

Seating series

Specification
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Seating series

Seating series

Combining the innovation of technology, materials, and design with our belief “ Quality design is
quality life”.
We provide the most intimate and supporting
working space, which helps employees or students
to attain higher efficiency and creativity.
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Seating series

Seating series
Four-legged Chair

PRO-2-UPH-SV
PRIMERO four-legged upholstered chair in
silver frame
PRO-2-PP07-BK
PRIMERO four-legged chair in black frame

PRO-2C-PP10-SV
PRIMERO four-legged chair with caster in
silver frame

PRO-2C-UPH-BK
PRIMERO four-legged upholstered chair
with caster in black frame

Stack up to 6pcs high on floor with/without caster a space-saving option.

PP back & seat colours

Fabric back & seat colours

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

BK

Black powder coated

P02 Pumpkin

P03 Navy Blue

P04 Corn

P06 Cool grey

Specification
Primero four-legged chair
PRO-2

SV

Silver powder coated

Primero four-legged chair with casters
PRO-2C

Primero four-legged
chair transport trolley
PRO-2TT

P07 Burgundy P10 Black
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PRO-2S
Four-legged frame stacking spacers for
protection

P11 Blue

P13 Grey

Seating series

Frame finish

PRO-2TT
PRIMERO four-legged chair transport
trolley
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Upholstered PRIMERO chairs with Matrix
tables create a mobile training environment.
Casters are an option for mobility.

Seating series

Seating series

Seating series
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Ergonomic contour for comfort.

Seating series

Seating series

Seating series
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Seating series

Beam Seating

PROB-FIX-3S-PP
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Seating series

Available in 2, 3, 4, 5 seater configurations. Polypropylene and
upholstered back & seat versions. Curve and straight beam for
options, custom design available for larger projects. Steel floor
mounting leg with anchor bolt. Ideal for auditoriums, lecture
halls, churches, hospitals and waiting areas.
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Seating series

Beam Seating

Frame finish
BK

Specifications

Black powder coated

CR

Chrome

2 seater beam seating

3 seater beam seating

PROB-FIX-2S-PP

PROB-FIX-3S-PP

Fabric back & seat colourS

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection

4 seater beam seating
PROB-FIX-4S-PP

5 seater beam seating

Seating series

PROB-FIX-5S-PP
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Seating series

Table top

Cafeteria Seating
Table top in solid plastic
laminate board with half
round edges.

Table top in high pressure
particle board finish in
plastic laminate with 3mm
PVC edges.

PRO-4CSTE-PP06-BK
4 seater cafeteria seating with
square shape table.

PRO-PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP06-BK
4 seater cafeteria seating with round shape table.

These dependable cafeteria tables combined with two or four
chairs provide a refined and efficient solution.

Specifications
2 seater cafeteria seating.
PRO-2CSTE-PP12-BK

4 seater cafeteria seating.
PRO-4CSTE-PP06-BK

PRO-PVFE-RD-HPL-TOP1000-4S-PP06-BK

PRO-2CSTE-PP12-BK
2 seater cafeteria seating with
square shape table.
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Seating series

4 seater cafeteria seating.
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Seating series

Premier chair series offers an irresistible combination of benefits for high traffic applications
Spacious ergonomically contoured back and
seat suits any body shape
Perforated pattern backrest allows air ventilation

Round cold-rolled tubular steel frame
provides superior strength
Glides/casters options

Durable nylon glides prevent
metal to metal contact
Available in both arm and armless, polypropylene
and upholstered back and seat
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Seating series

Seating series

PRM-1-PP15+UPH+3PL/3PR-BK
PREMIER stack chair with PP back & upholstered seat with
P-shape tablet Econ arm (Left/Right arm, B4 size) in black
frame

PRM-1-PP15+UPH+4PL/4PR-BK
PREMIER stack chair with PP back & upholstered seat with
P-shape tablet Econ arm (Left/Right arm, A3 size) in black
frame

Specifications
PRM-1+3PL/3PR

PRM-1+4PL/4PR

620

620

625

430

625

560

120

560

445

805

720

805

805

805

625

750

445

720

805

700

805

570

570

560

560

570

Seating series

360

570

310

260

480

430

750

700

1080

1010

625
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Seating series

Seating series
PRM-1-PP15+UPH-SV
PREMIER stack chair with upholstered
seat in silver frame.

PRM-1-PP15+UPH+1AL+1AR-SV
PREMIER stack chair with upholstered
seat and steel armrest in silver frame

PRM-1-PP10-BK
PREMIER stack chair in black frame.

PRM-1-PP10+1AL+1AR-BK
PREMIER stack chair with steel armrest
could stack up to save space.

Specifications
Premier stack chair without armrest
PRM-1

Premier stack chair with armrest

Frame finish

BK

Black powder coated
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SV
Silver powder coated

Fabric seat colours

PP back & seat colours

P02 Pumpkin

P10 Black

P13 Grey

Refer to PRIMA fabric collection.

P15-White

PRM-1+1AL+1AR

Seating series

Specifications
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Seating series

Seating series

PREMIER nest & stack chair have black
and silver powder coated frame and armrest for option.

Nest & Stack Chair
PRM-1NC-PP10+UPH+2AL+2AR-BK
PREMIER nest & stack chair with upholstered seat and steel armrest and caster
in black frame

PRM-1NC-PP10-BK
PREMIER nest & stack chair with caster
in black frame

Specifications
Premier nest & stack chair with casters
PRM-1NC

Frame finish

PP back & seat colours

Fabric seat colourS
Refer to PRIMA fabric collection.

Premier nest & stack chair with armrest and casters
PRM-1NC+2AL+2AR

BK

Black powder coated

SV
124

Silver powder coated

P02 Pumpkin

P10 Black

P13 Grey

P15-White

Seating series

PREMIER nest & stack chair is able to nest and stack up
Without the need for an expensive chair trolley.
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Seating series

Seating series

Seating series

Simplicity in life.
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MATRIX
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MATRIX Table series

MATRIX
A fully mobile furniture system for the 21st Millennium to
cater for space and environment need
Matrix table series provide mobile furnishing concepts
which can be adapted to new situations in next to no time.

Table series

MATRIX

Matrix is the latest furnishing system from Harvest,
keeping with constant changes and creative environment.
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MATRIX Table series

MATRIX

Matrix table with casters provide easy
transportation and storage, can be used as
individual table or joined together to any
configuration for a group, the table top can be
folded-up for storage.

PMM-2-1PN01B-SV

Matrix table, Fan shape table top in blue color with
silver frame

18mm MDF board with hot press
PVC laminate.

Steel plate top and bottom with
folded edges.

PMM-1D

32x2mm thick round cold-rolled tubular
steel CO2 welded with 16x1.5mm round
cold-rolled tubular steel.

Matrix table document basket

32x2mm thick round cold-rolled tubular
steel twin wheel nylon casters with lock.

PMM-2-3PW01-BK

Matrix table, Kidney shape table top in beech color
with black frame

Specification
Mini fan shape

Kidney shape

PMM-2-2PW01-BK

Matrix table, Mini Fan shape table top in beech color
with black frame

1
1
2

Frame finish
BK

Black powder coated

Table top and shelf finish
and colour

Rectangular shape

3

SV

Silver powder coated
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PN01B Blue

PN03 Grey

PW02
Walnut Colour

PW01
Beech Colour

4

2

3

4

MATRIX

Fan shape

Table series

PMM-2-4PW01-BK

Matrix table, Rectangular shape table top in
beech color with black frame
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Table and Primero seating series

Table series

MATRIX

MATRIX Table series

MATRIX
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MATRIX Ant Table Series

MATRIX
Ant Table Series

Ant Table Series

The intelligent solution assures a dynamic learning
environment. Owing their unique shape, these
desks facilitate group and individual learning.

MATRIX

Ant Table with casters which provide mobility, can
be used for various occasions. It is suitable for
offices, classrooms, restaurants and so on.
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MATRIX Ant Table Series

Ant Table, fan shape table top in
white color with silver frame.

“Double action” Locking devise

Optional the MATRIX table can
equip with safety lock system.

Single setting for
individual learning
and study.

Positive automatic “locking device”
prevents table top from collapsing.

Safety devise

PMMA

Frame finish
BK

Black powder coated

MATRIX

Specification

Table top and shelf finish
and colour

SV

Half circle configuration allows group
discussion effectively.
138

Silver powder coated

PN01B Blue

PN03 Grey

PW02
Walnut Colour

PW01
Beech Colour

Ant Table Series

Direct eye contact promotes effective
communication.
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Table shape & Dimension

Rectangular
TRT

Square
TSQ
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Table shape & Dimension

Round
TRD
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Table shape & Dimension

Half Round
THR

148
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Table shape & Dimension

Trapezium
TTP

150
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Table shape & Dimension

Crescent
TCR
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Table shape & Dimension

Wave table (Left/Right side)
TWL / TWR

Extension table (Left/Right side)
TEL/TER
800
800
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The “PRIMA” brand, your ideal choice.

Prima table
Design concept
Reliable, Sturdy and Simple
Easy assembly with prima table system
156
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Table shape & Dimension

Specification

Rectangular

Square

LSG
18075
15075
12075
18060
15060
12060
10060
9060

W1800xD750xH750mm
W1500xD750xH750mm
W1200xD750xH750mm
W1800xD600xH750mm
W1500xD600xH750mm
W1200xD600xH750mm
W1000xD600xH750mm
W900xD600xH750mm

LHG
120120 1200x1200xH675-825mm
9090 900x900xH675-825mm

H675~825 mm

Round
LHC

Half Round

150 Ø 1500xH675-825mm
120 Ø 1200xH675-825mm
90 Ø 900xH675-825mm

H675~825 mm

LTC
15075 Ø 1500xD750xH750mm
12060 Ø 1200xD600xH750mm

H725 mm

Trapezium
LSC
18075
15075
18060
15060
12060
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1800x750xH750mm
1500x750xH750mm
1800x600xH750mm
1500x600xH750mm
1200x600xH750mm
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Table leg type

LSC
Straight legs with casters
come with brake.

LSG
Straight legs with adjustable glides.

LHC
Height adjustable straight legs with
casters come with brake.

LTC

LHG
Height adjustable straight legs with
adjustable glides.

Tapered legs with casters
come with brake.
Frame finish
BK

Black powder coated

CR

Chrome
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SV

Silver powder coated

The Adjustable makes the difference
Just by a push button, table legs can be
adjustable from 675 to 825mm to suit the
individual needs.
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Flexible configuration

Specification

H675~825 mm

Table top of your choice

H675~825 mm

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Low pressure laminate on
25mm high pressure particle
board and edge bending.

Low pressure laminate on
25mm high pressure particle
board and black T-mold edge.

Thermoform vinyl laminating
on 25mm high density fiber
board.

800

800

Table top colour
GR

Grey
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H725 mm

Other colour
upon request

BE

Beech

WN

Walnut
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Accessories

Accessories
Perspex screen

Universal rail with vertical pole

AUR-3-1800/1500/1200/1000-SV

It can be secured to any table with 2 vertical poles.
Vertical Pole in side version.

Plastic Accessories

Perspex screen
Universal rail with 2 vertical pole
Short side A4 document tray
Pencil tray
Pencil box
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AUR-1-1800/1500/1200/1000-SV

APX-1-1800/1500/1200/1000

Vertical Pole behind version.

Steel Accessories

Power socket holder (UL standard)
Multi-purpose rack
Pencil holder
Memo paper box
File holder

APX-3-1800/1500/1200/1000

Prima slip on perspex screen is easily fixed
onto table. Neat and also provide privacy

Plastic Accessories

Multi-purpose rack
A4 paper tray
Pencil holder
Memo paper box
File holder

Steel Accessories

Cup holder
CD rack

Book shelf
Book end stopper
Multi-purpose rack
Pencil holder
Magazine rack
165

Modesty panel

Wire management compartment

Conceals and channel cables to enhance a
presentable work place

WMC-1800 / 1500 /1200/ 1000 in silver and black finishing

MPM-1800/1500/1200/1000-SV/BK

Power socket holder/ cable box

Wire Management basket

WMB-1800/1500/1200/1000-BK

MPC-1200-SV/BK

For trapezium table

Modesty panel add privacy and style to any prima table.
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Power socket
Enable power and data rapidly accessible with in seconds.
Cable box
Solution for neat and tidy cabling

Simple and easy to fix wire management basket
with different length to suit individual needs.
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ARC-1-BK

Prima Return Table Frame Connector
Prima return table frame connector is
available for completely free legs space
when 2 rectangular tables are linked
together.
168

AGD-1-BK
W140 x D50 x H40mm

Prima table
Ganging device
Allow tables to be joined
together simple and easy.
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Steel accessories

ABS-1-SV
ABE-1-SV

Book shelf
Book end stopper

ACD-1-SV

CD rack

ACB-1-SV

Cable box

AMS-1-SV

Monitor rear-guard screen

AGR-1-SV
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Magazine rack

Plastic injection accessories

AKS-1-BK

Table corner keyboard support

AMB-1-SV

Memo paper box

APH-1-SV

Pencil holder

AMM-1-SV

Memo marker board

APR-1-SV

Multi purpose rack

AMP-1-SV

Mobile phone holder

PST-1

Stationary tray

PDT-1-P

Long side A4 document tray

PDT-1-L

Short side A4 document tray

PSH-1

Pencil holder

ACH-1-SV

Cup holder

APT-1-SV

A4 paper tray

AFH-1-SV

File holder

APS-1-SV

Power socker holder
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PRIMA free standing table system

Multi-purpose rack

Book end stopper
Pencil holder
Cup holder
CD rack

Magazine rack

Memo paper holder
Power socket
(UL standard)

File holder
Book shelf

Rotating CPU holder
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PRIMA free standing table system

Monitor rear-guard screen
with 2 pcs of marker board

A4 paper tray

Rotating CPU holder
Easy spin around for easy access to cable and plugs.

PRIMA Mobile pedestal
Foldable drawer key prevent breakage
when knocked accidentally
Master key system available
Drawer slide come with ball bearing
with full extension
Filing drawer can hold A4, F4 or America
standard B4 files

Frame finish

Specifications
Moblie pedestal

Black powder coated (BK)

Rotating CPU holder

MBP-1-BK

ACR-1-60-BK

MBP-1-SV

ACR-1-80-BK

Silver powder coated (SV)
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W400 x D580 x H630mm

W330 x D240 x H580-680mm
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PMNF-TRT

Rectangular shape

Specifications
PMNF-TRT
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Specifications
PMNF-THR
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PMNF-TRD
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PMNF-TPE

PMNF-TCR

Hexagon shape

Crescent shape

Specifications

PMNF-TCR

PMNF-TPE
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3570
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Conference Table Series

Conference Table Series
PRIMA conference table series with wood top, bumper edge, glides and hidden
power socket & data port which provide mobility, are suitable for any occasions.

Recess power & data track
with compact adaptor

adaptor

1200

1200

Rectangle
188

Power socket & Data port

1800 W X 900 D X 750 H
2400 W X 1200 D X 750 H

PMCT-TBT-24012-T2
2400

2400

PMCT-TRT-24012-T1

Boat
1800 W X 900 D X 750 H
2400 W X 1200 D X 750 H

Conference Table Series

The conference table is easily installed to add functionality and organized access for
power and data. Insert the adaptor into the recess power & data track and move it to
the proper position.

189

Conference Table Series

Recess power & data track
with compact adaptor

These tables are designed to promote effective communication and easily reconfigure
a room for meeting and training.

adaptor

PMCT-TBT-32016-T1
1600

190

SV
Silver powder coated

GR
Grey

Other colour
upon request

600

1400

Pentagon
BE
Beech

WN
Walnut

750

870

CR
Chrome

750

Table top colour

1400 W X 870 D X 750 H
1400 W X 820 D X 750 H

Conference Table Series

BK
Black powder coated

3200 W X 1600 D X 750 H
3600 W X 1800 D X 750 H

1800

Frame finish

PMCT-TPT-14087-T1

820

3200

Boat

1400

191

E

E

E

A highly flexible, easily reconfigurable table system.
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Hexagon shape

Crescent shape

E
Half-Round shape

E

Trapezium shape

PMNFE-TPE60-TX(XX)-SV
PMNFE-TCR60-TX(XX)-SV

Rectangular shape

PMNFE-THR60-TX(XX)-SV

PMNFE-TRT12060-TX(XX)-SV

Rectangular shape

PMNFE-TTP60-TX(XX)-SV

Modesty Panel and Document Basket

E

PMNFE-TRT12060-TX(XX)+MPW-SV

194
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E

Specifications
PMNFE-TRT

E

Rectangular shape
W1800xD600xH740
W1800xD500xH740
W1500xD600xH740
W1500xD500xH740
W1400xD600xH740
W1400xD500xH740
W1200xD600xH740
W1200xD500xH740
W750xD650xH740
W750xD550xH740

PMNFE-THR

Half-Round shape
1/2Ø D600xH740

Mini-Rectangular shape

PMNFE-TTP

Trapezium shape
W1200xD600xH740

PMNFE-TPE

Hexagon shape
D600xH740

PMNFE-TCR

Crescent shape

PMNFE-TRT75055-TX(XX)-SV
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E

1/4Ø D600xH740
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ave

Internal pull out shelf for projector
Full extension ball bearing slide with stopper
function.
Non Slip mat

Under the Flip-up Shelf
Right side: Cavity for electricity power socket.

Under the Flip-up Shelf
Left side : Built-in VGA.USB.AV
Input/Output Inlets for connection to computer, projector,
internet, cables...etc.

Lockable heavy duty ball bearing casters
Ensure smooth mobility and stability
200

Lockable Rear Access
Enable easy cabling and connections.
With built-in loudspeaker cavities.
Cable storage facility.

ave

Built-in Flip-up Shelves
Fitted on both sides of the cabinet.

201
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NB-1-24-SV

24 Laptop Storage Cart

25mm MDF board with hot press PVC
laminate

perforated

Specifications
NB-1-24-SV

4
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Top shelf made of ABS plastic provides a useful work surface.

NB-1-12F-SV

The side handle design can help you to move the cart from one

12 Laptop Storage Cart

classroom to another.

Durable and spacious cart enough to hold 12 laptop computers.
Lockable steel door provides security and privacy.
Ventilation on the door, rear, and side panels gives plenty of air
flow to keep laptops cool.

Coupled with four swivel casters provide
stability and make it easy to move.
It is easier to park with two locking wheels.

Features ingenious design 12 compartments horizontal storage of
laptops.
Ease of handing and flexibility.

Each shelf comes with non-skid pad and holes on it,
can be used to adjust to suit laptop’s size.
(The largest size of laptop is 15”)
Each shelf can only put one laptop for charging
and keeping adapter neatly.

Specifications
NB-1-12F-SV

Comes with optional electrical outlets for ease of charging.
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NB-1-24F-SV

24 Laptop Storage Cart
Lockable steel doors for security and privacy.
Store and charge up to 24 laptops.
Laptop cart makes transporting easy and safe.

Perforated design for front, rear doors and side panels for good
ventilation of laptops when charging.

Each shelf comes with non-skid pad and holes on it,

Space saving front and rear doors open wide to allow easy access to laptops.

can be used to adjust to suit laptop’s size.
(The largest size of laptop is 15”)
Each shelf can only put one laptop for charging and
keeping adapter neatly.

Heavy-duty soundless swivel casters with locking mechanism make it easy to
steer and prevent runaway.
Features 24 drawers for horizontal storage of laptops.
Each compartment can put the largest size of laptop is 15”.
Compartment size can be customized.
Optional top surface made of PVC laminate comes with non-skid
pad to resist stains and scratches.
Ergonomic push handle allows cart to move at ease.

Specifications
NB-1-24F-SV

Optional electrical outlets for ease of charging.
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LPT-2-SV

LPF-0-SV

214

LPF-1-SV

LPD-2-SV

LPF-2-SV
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LFD-2-SV

LFT-0-SV

LFT-1-SV

LFT-2-SV
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LRF-0-SV

218

LRF-1-SV

LRF-2-SV
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